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Answers 

Making and doing: an elementary 
tale 
We have highlighted each element that we spotted in the text. We identified 70 elements, how many 
did you find? The riddle is answered at the end. 

A chemical marriAge 
I know whAt’s happeNing the minuTe I See the Cold meTal of the forCeps. 

I have been KePt in a Small, ClAustrophoBic capsule for as long as I can Remember. The brOwn 
glass of the jAr distorts the outside world, aNd obsCures my vision of what my life once wAs, oUtside 
of my Prison. 

So, when the lid is unScrewed and cool dayLight gleams in, I know my life Has fiNally chanGed. The 
tongS glint, Creak open, and Press into my sides, Holding me fast. 

The Movement is swift, the movement from my jar to the suRgical white Tile. The Chemistry lab 
Flashes by in bright stripEs of brown and creAm and pInk. I can feel students’ eyes waTching eVery 
move I’m Forced to make, for the tongs are still gripping me tighTly.  

I see the wavEring distortion of heat Before I feel it.  

When I enter, it is blinding white, the light despeRatelY and painfully oppressing. But I Feel a strange 
and sudden surge of aIr — cooling, but not enough to dampen the fire’s vicious buRn. 

I see Nothing, but The cooling sensation overwhelms me and seems to imprint itself uPon my metallic 
form. I feel lighter, somehow, as though I could fly Free of the flames. 

And that’s just what I do. The flames disappear BeNeath me and I seem to be lOst in my own World 
— incorporeAl, dispersed among the air — a Part of the air.  

In my new form, I look around the room properly for the first time. Fine parts of me are sCattered over 
the cool, roughened suRfAce of the heat-proof tile. There’s ash all around, and a small paper Label, 
with two words… 

Magnesium oxide 

Note: if you are wondering what Fl is, it is element 114, flerovium, named in 2012 after Georgiy N. 
Flerov (1913–90), who was a pioneer in heavy-ion physics. 


